
FELCO 

introduces  

a new range: 

FELCO 250 

hedge shears

FELCO, world leader in pruning tools, launches a new range of hedge 
shears.

With the launch of the FELCO 250, the Swiss brand meets the needs of 
demanding landscapers and home gardeners. This quality tool, made to last, 
has been specifically designed to trim hedges and shrubs. 

A TAILORED TOOL DESIGNED WITH AND FOR PROFESSIONALS

These shears have been designed with the direct input of landscaping profes-
sionals to ensure that the tool meets their specific needs and requirements.
The FELCO 250 is an essential tool for those who want to keep their hedges 
and shrubs looking their best. These hedge shears are versatile and precise 
so you can maintain and shape the hedges easily and efficiently.

“We heard the requests of our customers loud and clear - they were looking for 
a high-performance, long-lasting tool for hedge care. This was new territory 
for us, but our team of technicians were up to the challenge. They conducted 
extensive research and, with the help of professionals in the field, developed 
the FELCO 250. This tool was designed specifically to meet the needs of our 
customers.” Says Nabil Francis, the CEO of FELCO.

AN EFFECTIVE AND DUR ABLE CUT TING HE AD

The blade of the new FELCO 250 pruning shear is the key element of this 
professional tool, with a design that prioritizes both performance and user 
comfort. 

The bypass cutting system ensures clean and precise cuts, while the high-qual-
ity, hardened steel construction and a serrated section, allow it to easily cut 
through thicker branches, up to 15mm in diameter. This serrated section can 
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also be used to cut small wires.  The precision ground blades are bent at 13° 
for improved ergonomics during trimming, making it easier to reach and trim 
even the most difficult branches.

In addition to its strength and trimming capabilities, the blade edge is chrome 
coated, for smooth cutting action and corrosion resistance. This coating also 
reduces the need for edge sharpening, making maintenance of these hedge 
shears easy.

THE ESSENTIAL TOOL FOR HEDGE AND SHRUB MAINTENANCE

The FELCO 250 hedge shears are made to create neat lines and angles, and 
trim overgrown or unruly branches.  They are also excellent for creating a  
uniform or geometric shape useful for topiary art.  Their ergonomic design 
and soft cushioned shock absorbers make for comfortable use over extended 
periods.

The FELCO 250 hedge shears are a versatile tool specifically designed for 
the care and maintenance of hedges and shrubs in a variety of settings such 
as gardens, parks, and other landscapes, making them an essential tool for 
any gardener and landscaper.
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15 mm / 0.59 inch 900 g / 1.98 lb570 mm / 22.4 inch

FELCO 250-57
Hedge shear 

15 mm / 0.59 inch 985 g / 2.17 lb630 mm / 24.8 inch

FELCO 250-63
Hedge shear 

Products specifications & Unique Features

Large blades with chrome coating, serrated section on the inner blade for 
cutting wires and thicker branches, for a clean and efficient trimming

Chrome coating on the blades prevents corrosion
 
High quality, precision ground, hardened steel blades, 15mm cutting 
diameter, bypass system
 
Long-lasting cutting-edge sharpness thanks to chrome blade coating 
 
Grease bolt for easy maintenance and tool lubrication with out 
disassembling the tool 
 
I-Beam extruded aluminium handles for high resistance to physical force 
while extremely lightweight and durable
 
FELCO’s precision micro-metric adjustment system provides precise 
blade setting 
 
Ergonomic, phthalate-free, non-slip grips for optimal comfort
 
Soft cushioned shock absorbers reduce fatigue
 
All spare parts are available and can be replaced to extend tool life 
indefinitely
 
Made in Switzerland using 100% green energy

Visit us on www.felco.com

Marketing & Communication Department
communication@felco.com 
+41 32 858 14 09

Based in Geneveys-sur-Coffrane (canton of Neuchâtel) Switzerland, FELCO SA is a global leader in professional 
pruning shears and cable cutters. The Swiss company was founded in 1945 by Félix Flisch. Today, still in the hands of 
the founder’s family, it employs 200 people and produces more than one million hand-held tools and 200,000 industrial 
tools every year, 90% of which are exported to more than 100 countries. The company is particularly committed to 
sustainable development, both internally and externally. 
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